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Abstract
A trouble free and mind friendly education is the foremost
requirement of contemporary society in the world.
Traditionally, in a class room teaching didactic learning is
used, where the teachers delivered speech and students
busy to write down words to words or either listen in
burdensome manner not to a euphoric manner. Usually
teacher usage blackboard or green board to put
emphasizes the topic which is to be taught and students
noted down for their future reference. By considering
need of students for easy learning in modern era different
modes for teaching are being used like; Technology-driven
classrooms, Continuous comprehensive evaluation, Crosscurricular connections, Inquiry-based learning, Differential
learning, Activity-based learning and learning labs,
Interdisciplinary learning, Integrative and social
responsibility and civic engagement, Digitization in
teaching, learning assessment and feedback, Collaborative
learning, Differentiated instruction, Cartoons and
Illustration based. The word "Cartoon" is used in comics
and in news papers for product development to attract the
users. As we know that coming generation is electronic
generation, so those are very prone to read out comics
based literature and technologically faster as compared to
earlier. Comics provide narrative opportunities for
students who just start reading, and for students who
learn a new language Students follow the beginnings and
end of the comic, the plot, the characters, the time and
the place, sequencing without needing sophisticated word
decoding abilities. Images help the text and offer
important contextual clues to word sense. Comics serve as
a scaffold for comprehension of the students. Many
students read fluently, but find it difficult to write. They
lament that they don't know what to write. They have
ideas, but they lack the written language skills to create a
beginning, pursue a sequence of ideas and then draw their
writing to a logical conclusion. So for easy understanding
of technical syllabi, teachers may use comics in well
manner. This kind of teaching schemes may really provide
a great visual Representation of Knowledge. Presents what
is essential, Easier to remember visual graphic containing
key information, Engaging through thinking, creating and
writing. This approach will certainly endow with Using
visual images convey meaning to a story or topic on
cosmetic, Develops creative and higher level thought
processes and certainly Incites participant research.
Students with low interest in writing along with perfect
avenue for writing dialogue.

In this paper you will learn Novel Herbal Cosmetics
approaches in best way with help of comic fictions based
lecture. This will elaborate history, need, Regulations and
different country regulatory definitions. In this easy
understanding of Cosmetic readers as students are
targeted to acclimatize for cosmetic related issues special
with reference to herbal cosmetics. The concept of beauty
and cosmetics dates back to ancient mankind. Nowadays
herbal cosmetics are also referred to as natural
cosmaceuticals. Herbal cosmetics are formulated by using
different cosmetic ingredients to form the base of any
cosmetic formula. In such formulations one or more herbal
ingredients are used to cure various skin ailments. Many
kinds of plant material, mineral and marine resources are
highly explored to develop of such kind of novel cosmetic
products. In this easy understanding review any new
student may also understand the worth of cosmetic
products, as well as may know how these are the best
option to reduce skin problems such as hyper
pigmentation, skin wrinkling, skin aging and rough skin
texture etc. In this paper budding students too may also
find that why Cosmetics alone are not competent to take
care of skin and others body parts, it requires association
of active ingredients to check the casualty and ageing of
the skin. Such cosmic strips on herbal cosmetic issues is
well suited tool to know about Herbal cosmetics have
improved much popularity among the population.
Students may also be able to know how Herbal cosmetics
products claimed to have efficacy and intrinsic
acceptability due to routine use in daily life. Generally
student escapes regulatory aspects of formulations. While
it is equally important to know about its global regulatory
aspects. The legal difference between a cosmetic and a
drug is determined by a products intended use. Under
present concept, student will equally know and
understand about the boundary at which a cosmetic
product becomes drug is not well-defined and different
laws and regulations apply to each type of product. This
cosmic strip will easily explain about “The drugs and
cosmetic Act 1940” defines a drug and a cosmetic as;
Drug- “All medicines for internal or external use of human
beings or animals and all substances intended to be used
for; or in the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation or
prevention of any disease or disorder in humans or
animals”. After reviewing this paper they will belief to
avoid the adverse effects of synthetic cosmetic agents
which are commonly seen in synthetic cosmetic products.
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